


Quiz 1 at start of class
Survey Due
Intro to Julia

G&C - Chapter 2 (and our notes)

Numerical and Scientific Computing with Applications
David F. Gleich

CS 314, Purdue

August 23, 2016

Intro to 
math modeling

Next class

More Julia
G&C – Chapter 2

Next next class

By the end of this class, 

• Understand what a 
mathematical model is 
and some of the 
components of one

• See how we take a 
problem of motion and 
turn it into a mathematical 
model

• See how we take a 
problem of importance 
and turn it into a 
mathematical model

• See how math modeling is 
used in industry



This semester: Numerical methods

Where are numerical methods used?

on mathematical models!



Mathematical Modeling
What is it?
The process of turning a verbal description 
into a set of equations or methods, usually for 
the computer

What are the components?
Assumptions, laws, simplifications, … 



Is mathematical modeling used?

6 weeks to simulation 2/10s of airflow around an F1 car on a supercomputer



Mathematical modeling for Toyota

1. The equations were Navier-Stokes.
2. The approximations were well understood,
3. But far too slow.

4. The new model of the model
approximate the solution of Navier-Stokes



Is this physics?

If you are trying to model something that really 
happens … the mathematical model usually 
involves physics.

Three examples in your textbook
Yoda’s cape, radiation transport, soccer balls
(Springs         law of motion,        fluids)



But modeling is more general too!
Biology
Population models have assumptions about 
growth, death, and other factors.

Machine Learning and Information Retrieval
How alike are two images? 
How similar are two documents? (Section 1.5)



Mathematical Modeling
Yesterday
I visited Midcontential-ISO (in Carmel, IN) to learn about their 
mathematical model to determine the price of power for the 
next 24 hours, which is called the 

Security Constrained Unit Commitment Problem
• We discussed DC approximations to AC power flows
• The way power-plants are modeled (startup cost, hourly 

operating cost, cost per MW, etc.)
• Creating the final mathematical model 

turns out this is regarded as GE Intellectual Property 
so they can give me the equations, but can’t tell me what 
they mean. 



A simple mathematical model

How do you calculate how long you survive?
A mathematical model!



… work out on the pad …



The xkcd raptor model
Velocity human = 6.7 m/s
Velocity raptor = 17 m/s 
Velocity wounded = 10 m/s
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Human x coordinate 
Human y coordinate 

Raptor i x coordinate 
Raptor i y coordinate 

When do you get eaten?
When the raptor gets close 
enough to jump



Code online
Lecture-2-Raptorchase.jl

But the end of the class, you should be able 
to understand everything this code is doing 
and even improve it. 
• It’s using Forward Euler to “solve” the ODE



An example of math modeling

Google’s PageRank



A cartoon websearch primer
1. Crawl webpages
2. Analyze webpage text (information retrieval)
3. Analyze webpage links
4. Fit measures to human evaluations
5. Produce rankings
6. Continuously update
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SportsIllustrated.com

BobsPortsIllustrated.com
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PageRank by Google
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The Model
1. follow edges uniformly with

probability �, and
2. randomly jump with probability

1� �, we’ll assume everywhere is
equally likely

The places we find the
surfer most often are im-
portant pages.
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How do we solve PageRank?

Just simulate it! 
See Figure 3.13 in your textbook for code to do this.
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Math. Modeling in this class

You won’t have to do too much mathematical 
modeling. Usually, I’ll give you the model; or at 
least a good hint.



Important questions about models
1. What are the assumptions?
2. What are the physics?
3. How accurate do the results need to be?
4. Is there data available?
5. Do you have anything to compare against?
6. How quickly do you need results?



What’s on the Quiz
1. Chapter 1 in G&C
2. This lecture (Lecture 2)
3. The material in Appendix A of G&C

My philosophy 
• no memorization (but you should know basics!)
• no intentionally tricky questions


